Horus Private Community
Accurately fitting applications for the publication
and the access of Horus models

Everything at a glance – One consistent
knowledge base company-wide

If a company is to procure goods and services, fulfill or-

The quicker knowledge becomes obsolete, the more cri-

rank - must know what specific contribution they are ma-

tical it will become to ensure that employees and part-

ners are kept continually up-to-date with currently valid
information. Incomplete, inaccurate, or contradictory information from site to site or even within a single site can

quickly lead to confusion, error-induced loss of income,
customer dissatisfaction, customer loss, increased admi-

nistrative costs; serious communication lapses can even
result in legal action.

ders,launch new products successfully, and keep in line
with its strategic vision, every employee - regardless of

king to the company‘s success. The key is to grant every
employee easy, trouble free access to the information
they need in order to carry out their specific tasks. Finding

the relevant information quickly via a pinpoint search has
to be as easy as possible. If this is achieved, error rates
drop, processes run more smoothly, and output quality

improves, even if the usual point of contact for a parti-

cular process or task happens to be absent at a crucial

Companies must ensure that all their staff have constant

time. Valuable knowledge capital that has previously been

that they are actively informed of changes that affect their

can now be exploited to the fullest, and incorporated into

access to the most up-to-date information possible and

locked away in the minds of a small number of experts

specific work sphere. The information made available to

enterprise and process planning.

the workforce and to specific groups within it must not

only be up-to-date but also identical across the company.
This means that different sites and branches of a company
– sometimes distributed all over the world – must share a
single, consistent knowledge base. Increasingly, compa-

nies with a head-start on the competition are those with a
head-start on knowledge management.

Task-specific knowledge retrieval and transparency at all levels
The challenge is to make enterprise strategies, goals, and
processes transparent for all employees, at all levels.

www.horus.biz

Digital Knowledge Management with Horus
Community Portal for all members of the
Knowledge Community

Mobile application for location-independent
access

The Horus Community Portal is the medium through

With the mobile application to navigate through workspace
hierarchies, view models, review properties, drill-down in
refinements, and to comment on models the Horus Private
Community allows a convenient location-independent

which the models created using Horus Business Modeler
are made available to end users in an enterprise por-

tal. According to the demands of modern knowledge
management, these models provide employees with
task-oriented, graphic-based, online access to a compre-

access to Horus models at any time.

hensive and current snapshot of the objectives, strategies,
processes, and knowledge networks of the company as a

whole in an easily comprehensible form – accessible from
any location and at any time.

Wiki-Integration with automated synchronisation workflow for the extension of Horus
models
Following a successful release of a Horus model in a com-

pany-wide wiki environment, model content can be further
supplemented. Back in the Horus Business Modeler,
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an automatic synchronization process can then be trig-

Requirements

model.

Horus Business Modeler for writing users, as well as a

gered when selecting an appropriate workspace or

javascript enabled browser.

Horus Alliance
Horus Alliance Partner on the Web: www.horus.biz/de/
partner

Note
Downloads for Horus Freeware products can be found on
the Internet at www.horus.biz/download

The listed products are trademarked and belong to the
respective owners.

Our partner for Cloud Infrastructure: www.hetzner.de
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